
About Us

Preferred Utilities Manufacturing Corporation is an engineering-based manufacturer 
of products for commercial, institutional, industrial and nuclear power facilities.  Our 
products include fuel oil handling systems and components, boiler instrumentation 
and controllers, high quality burners and nuclear power plant outage reduction 
tools and component parts.  Continuous research and development is applied to 
our existing products and is helping us to lead the industry with new and innovative 
power plant solutions. Preferred’s manufacturing, engineering and administrative 
headquarters is located in Danbury, Connecticut with regional sales offices located 
in Massachusetts, Oklahoma, Texas, and Oregon.  Preferred’s regional sales offices 
serve to continuously strengthen independent sales representative organization’s 
sales and service activities throughout North America. W.N. Best Combustion 
Equipment, a Division of Preferred Utilities Manufacturing Corporation, offers 
both combustion solutions and emission compliance products in one packaged 
system.  With our controls background, your existing boiler, burner, and controls 
can be evaluated for improved efficiency and operational safety.  Energy savings 
can be customized with emissions compliance from small firetube boilers to large 
industrial boilers. 

The founder, having been deeply involved in reduction of NOx emissions from 
boilers and heaters since 1988 when SCAQMD promulgated the Rule 1143, has a 
conviction to help boiler owners with most affordable state-of-the-art De-NOx SCR 
Systems. With greater emphasis in cleaner air as time goes by, De-NOx SCR systems, 
the best available control technology, ought to be the first choice for owners of 
all boilers, oilfield steam generators and refinery heaters. We at C&C Panasia 
Incorporated, in close alliance with other reputable companies are determined to 
offer the most advanced SCR Systems at most competitive and affordable price and 
ensure that each system is installed properly, started up smoothly and operating 
stably and efficiently in addition to complying with all the applicable Rules and 
Regulations. PaNOx™ De-NOx SCR Systems incorporate an advanced design which 
has been tested and proven for over a decade. The systems also incorporate the 
most advanced and efficient corrugated pattern catalysts. With our experience and 
expertise in low NOx burners in addition to De-NOx SCR systems, we can provide 
you with a complete, one-stop solution to any of your emission or combustion 
related problems.


